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New Standards and Solutions for Service Continuity of HV GIS
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New Competencies and diagnostic Methods needed for the Application of Composite Insulators in Substations

Peter SIDENVALL
Independent Insulation Group Sweden AB, Sweden

The Impact of Digital Transformation on the Asset Management System

Dmitry VODENNIKOVA1, Yulia ZHLIKINA1, Svetlana ZAKIROVA2
1PJSC ROSSETI, Russian Federation; 2S&T Centre of Rosseti FGC UES, Russian Federation
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Yuki YATABE, Shinya AICH, Takayuki KANAMORI, Tetsuya IKEDA, Yusuke TAKENAKA

Chubu Electric Power Grid Co., Inc., Japan

Management of SF6 gas leakage and repair technology in gas insulated equipment
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TEPCO Power Grid, Inc., Japan

Study on Advanced Maintenance Strategies and Asset Management for Substation Equipment in Japan

Kiyohiro TSUBOI¹, Shinya AICHI¹, Satoshi ICHIHARA¹, Kosho KAMATANI¹, Ryosuke ITOTANI¹, Koki SADAHIRO²

¹Chubu Electric Power Grid Co., Inc., Japan; ²TEPCO Power Grid, Inc., Japan; ³Kansai Transmission & Distribution, Inc., Japan

Sustainable improvement on substation resilience and reliability by using eco-friendly equipment and remote maintenance systems

Ryosuke ITOTANI¹, Koki SADAHIRO¹, Masashi TOKAI², Hiroyuki HAMA³, Kazuki SUGINO³, Manabu TAKEDA³

¹Kansai Transmission and Distribution, Inc., Japan; ²Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan; ³DAIHEN Corporation, Japan
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Hiroko ISAJI, Yousuke OGURA, Masanobu YOSHIDA  
Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc., Japan

**Retrofit GIS Service Solution for extended Lifetime Maintenance**

Philip BENGTSSSON  
Hitachi Energy Sweden AB, Sweden

**Operational experience with dynamic current rating of busbar systems in 220-kV substations**

Ralf PUFFER¹, Richard WEISSNAR², Klemens REICH², Anita MACHL²  
¹RWTH Aachen University; ²Austrian Power Grid AG

**SF6 Insulated Substations: Challenges and Lessons Learned for Improving ISA Group Operational Reliability and Sustainability.**

Marcelo MEZA, Johan SÁNCHEZ  
ISA Interconexión Eléctrica

**Sustainable Urban Electrical Substations: an Integral View for a Sustainable Transformation of the Energy Sector**

Andrés LONDOÑO, Diego TAUTA, Juan SIERRA  
EPM

**Methodology for the Condition Analysis of High Voltage Capacitor Banks (Proposal and application case)**

Gerardo GUERRA¹, Fabian ROJAS¹, Edgar TORRES¹, Carlos VARGAS², José MORATAYA²  
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**Sensitivity Study and Operational PD Monitoring Experiences of SF6-free GIS**

Constantinos ONOUFRIOU¹, Lujia CHEN¹, Malcolm SELTZER-GRANT²  
¹The University of Manchester UK; ²Monitora, Manchester UK
Autonomous Inspection Robots for use in HVDC Converter Halls
Georg FRÜBING1, David INGRAM2, Jörg HAFERMAAS3, Mark VAES4
150Hertz Transmission GmbH, Germany; 2Elia System Operator S.A., Belgium; 3Ross Robotics Ltd, United Kingdom, Great Britain; 4Siemens Energy Global GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Compact photoacoustic sensor system for the continuous monitoring of SO2 and SF6 percentage in gas-insulated switchgears
Roland KURTE1, Christian WEBER2, Daniel STAIGER1, Johannes KAPP2, Michael MANN3, Carlo LEIDECKER3, Daniel FUCHS1
1WIKA Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG, Germany; 2Fraunhofer IPM, Germany; 3TH Aschaffenburg, Germany

Continuous Improvement of Arc Flash Assessment for Work Place Safety
Md Abid KHAN, Rashid ALMISFER
Saudi Aramco, KSA

Development of Asset Risk Mapping to Support Asset Management Decision Making in an Integrated Electricity Utility
Andreas Putro PURNOMOADI, Heri Setyo PURNOMO, Indera ARIFIANTO, Erny ANUGRAHANY, Ova KURNIAWAN, Anita PHARMATRISANTI, Herru NUGRAHA
PT. PLN (PERSERO), Indonesia

Challenges And Lessons Learnt Through Failure Experience And Initiatives To Strengthen Resilience Of The Gas Insulated Switchgear
Mayank RANA*, Pankaj Kumar JHA, M.S. HADA, Sandeep YADAV
POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED, India

Controlled Switching Of Coupled Power Transformers Based On Residual Flux Estimation Including State Of Art Digital Monitoring Technique – Field Experiences
Snigdha TALE*, Chintan PATEL, Umanahesh P, Mehulbhai SONAGRA
Hitachi Energy India Limited, India

Design Philosophy of Extension bays for EHV Gas Insulated Switchgear
M. Mohana RAO*, Neelam TIWARI, Sonali Abhinav ROY, Mritunjay KUMAR, Arun KUMAR, Krishna PRASAD, HR PATEL, SanJai Kumar RAI, K Venkateswar REDDY, B. Jagadeesh Chandra PRASAD
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Anoop Kumar SINGH, M A Naveen NAVEEN, Anirban Bhattacharyya BHATTACHARYYA
POWERGRID, India
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Ghazala SHAFAQI1,2, Frédéric COLAS1,3, François GRUSON1,3, Xavier GUILLAUD1,3
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Study and mitigation of DC harmonics on Corsica’s SACOI HVDC-LCC station causing long unavailability, a case study.
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A contribution to HVDC protection interoperability through components sizing
Myriam RATAJCZYK1,2,3,4, Bertrand RAISON2,3,4,5, Alberto BERTINATO1, Pascal TORWELLE1
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